442	LEGITIMACY AND LEGITIMATION
Can a child   jfroreign adoptions. A question of considerable social im-
aabroad porfance, to which the English courts have so far given no
benefit definite answer, is -the extent, if any, to which an adoption
an  ™*£ accomplished abroad according to the personal law of the
an wiu'or parties will be recognized as effective. Before considering the
intestacy ?rejevant authorities it is proposed to consider the matter on
principle.
The following hypothetical facts raise the problem in its
simplest form.
Jf5 a woman, adopts an infant, Ty in the country where they are both
domiciled. Later, a testator, who dies domiciled in England, bequeaths
legacies to the 'children' of X. Can her adopted child, 7*, take under
this bequest ?
There would be no doubt of the answer if T had been the
illegitimate child of JT, but by reason of the subsequent marriage
of his parents had been legitimated according to the law of the
country where at the time of his birth and of the marriage his
father was domiciled. In such a case, as we have seen, T would
be qualified at common law to take the bequest as being the
legitimate child of X.1
Question     The crucial and decisive inquiry, therefore, is whether in the
whether present context legitimation and adoption are to be equated.
adoption is £	,	-11	r	/-i       7	»      m
m pan Is an analogy with such cases as In re Goodmans Trusts1
withle™* sensible ? It is submitted that an affirmative answer can scarcely
Wtimati«i be avoided. There are, indeed, obvious differences between
adoption and legitimation. Thus, in legitimation a blood tie is
essential, in adoption it is not. Yet, both in England and
in other countries, an adopted person becomes the lawfully
recognized child of his adopters and is in substantially the
same position as if he were their natural child. Though he may
be and may continue to be illegitimate, his status as a child is no
longer disturbed by any of the disabilities that attach to illegi-
timacy.2 Is it not, therefore, splitting hairs to say that, since
adoption is not technically a recognized form of legitimation,
all reference to the legitimation authorities must be excluded ?3
Of course, in rare cases it may be difficult to ascertain whether
the infant party to a foreign adoption becomes a child of the
for an English adoption order must be observed and the court must be satisfied
that the applicant intends to adopt the infant under the law of or within the
country in which he is domiciled; Adoption Act, 1958, s. 53.
1 Supra, p. 428.
* In re D,9 an Infant, [1959] i Q.B. 229, 236 per Denning LJ.
3 This view is taken by Unger, 43 Transactions of the Grottus Society, 104.

